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CONTEXT

• UASC may have experienced severe hardships and 

trauma on their journey to the UK, this can have 

adverse affects on their sleeping patterns

Possible reasons include:

• The need to be awake at night for safety reasons as it 

is safer to sleep during day light

• Traffickers operate mostly at night-time

• Attempts to board trucks usually occurs at night
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WHAT WE PROPOSE

A sleep pack for all UASC who come to us in clinic for an assessment.

The sleep pack would contain the following items:

1. Nightlight

2. Earplugs

3. Eye Mask

4. Camomile Tea

5. Tissues

6. Stress Ball

7. Pen and notepad

8. Water bottle
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NIGHTLIGHT

Link:

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Antfire-Plug-Night-Light-

Play/dp/B07L3Q6D38/ref=sr_1_28?keywords=nightlig

ht&qid=1557483791&s=gateway&sr=8-28

Many UASC have a fear of the 

dark and this simple but 

effective nightlight can help 

with this.61



HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.CO.UK/MOLDEX-7800-

SPARK-PLUGS-20-BAGGED-

PAIRS/DP/B07HQHSL9H/REF=LP_1939564031_1_

8?S=DIY&IE=UTF8&QID=1558522306&SR=1-

8&TH=1

Earplugs

Earplugs are a good way of blocking out 

unwanted noises that can hinder a 

good nights sleep. 
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Moldex-7800-Spark-Plugs-20-Bagged-Pairs/dp/B07HQHSL9H/ref=lp_1939564031_1_8?s=diy&ie=UTF8&qid=1558522306&sr=1-8&th=1


LINK:

HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.CO.UK/SLEEPING-BLINDFOLD-

SHADE-ADJUSTABLE-

TRAVEL/DP/B0779SCHYQ/REF=SR_1_13?CRID=X6BT

G29Z2U5U&KEYWORDS=EYE+MASK+BULK&QID=155

7484292&S=GATEWAY&SPREFIX=EYE+MASK+BU%2C

APS%2C134&SR=8-13

Eye Mask Our bodies are hard-wired 

to sleep when it's dark, and a 

good quality sleep mask can 

make all the difference, 

especially when a night light is 

used at the same time. 

The nightlight can provide 

feelings of safety as it 

illuminates a room but the eye 

mask can create the darkness 

needed for a good sleep.
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CHAMOMILE TEA

For years, chamomile tea has been used as a 

natural remedy to decrease anxiety and treat 

insomnia. In fact, chamomile is commonly 

regarded as a mild tranquilizer or sleep 

inducer. Its calming effects may be attributed 

to an antioxidant called apigenin, which is 

found in abundance in chamomile tea.
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TISSUES

Always handy!
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LINK:

HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.CO.UK/SOURCETON-

ROUND-SHAPE-STRENGTHENING-REHABILITATION-

STRENGTHENER/DP/B07JDJLPR6/REF=SR_1_4_S

SPA?CRID=26PM4ZFEGRG60&KEYWORDS=STRE

SS+BALL&QID=1557485059&S=GATEWAY&SPRE

FIX=STRESS+BALL%2CGROCERY%2C131&SR=8-

4-SPONS&PSC=1

Stress Ball
Though squeezing a stress ball is 

not a long term solution 

for stress, it can help your body to 

release tension in the moment. 

The motion acts as a reminder to 

relax the muscles that are 

clenched when you're anxious, 

which can help avoid 

complications like headaches or 

pain that accompany long periods 

of tensing.
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PEN AND NOTEPAD

For writing down thoughts etc.
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WATER BOTTLE

Always good to stay 

hydrated!
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A RANGE OF HELPFUL LEAFLETS

We will also include a range of leaflets in the pack, sleep related and also for general information
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PACKAGING

Link:

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Plain-Coloured-Party-Boxes-Children-
Kids-Food-Meal-Lunch-Gift-Birthday-Box-
Bags/391903123832?_trkparms=aid%3D111001%26algo%3DREC
.SEED%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D20180816085401%26meid%3D0fb
ce8c1575b4e5899ca1f1cf2837d84%26pid%3D100970%26rk%3D
1%26rkt%3D1%26mehot%3Dpp%26sd%3D391903123832%26itm
%3D391903123832&_trksid=p2481888.c100970.m5481&_trkpar
ms=pageci%3Aa05d2def-7311-11e9-8083-
74dbd1806310%7Cparentrq%3Aa15ef1f816a0ab640d39cfddffdec
1dd%7Ciid%3A1

A simple box to hold everything 

together! 

CPFT logo, Head to Toe logo and 

decorative stickers will be added.
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HOW MANY PACKS WILL BE NEEDED?

A total of 2,872 unaccompanied children sought asylum in 2018 in the UK.

From our data collected from previous years, we have come to a calculated estimate

that we will need 50 packs for one year. 

If there are any packs left over , they will be used the following year. 
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PRICING

Item Image Price per Unit Total for 50 packs

Nightlight 5.00 250.00

Earplugs 0.18 10.90 (60)

Eye mask 6.99 for 15 27.96 (60)

Camomile Tea 0.12 7.50 (60)

Tissues 0.10 7.50

Stress Ball 2.09 (10.49 for 5) 104.09

Presentation Box 0.28 13.99

Notepads 0.45 27.50 (60)

Pens Free from Head to 

Toe 

Water Bottle Free From Head to 

Toe 

Total: 449.44
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Thank you 

for your 

time.

Shamreen Bi & Jo Tennant
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